Directions
Route to Llanrhidian Village.

You can use public transport to travel to Hill
House but it can be difficult and costly.
Travel by rail to Swansea and get the number
115, 116 or 119 bus from the Quadrant
Centre. Bus leaves every hour, the journey is
about 10 miles and it takes about 45 minutes.
The bus stop Is at the Esso filling station and you will have to walk down the hill following the
directions on the following page.
By road the Gower Peninsula is about a 200 miles / 320 km (3 hours) from London, 152 miles /247
km (2.5 hours) from Birmingham, 280 miles / 449 km (5 hours) from Dover, 194 miles / 324 km (3.5
hours) from Manchester, 212 miles / 340 km (4 hours) from Plymouth, 61 miles / 94 km (2 hours
from Fishguard, 47 miles / 76 km (1 hour) from Cardiff.
The easiest route is to leave the M4 at Junction 47 to the North of Swansea. On the map it may
seem to be a longer route but it’s a far easier and quicker than travelling through Swansea.
Travelling from the east at Junction 47 take the second exit off the roundabout onto the A483
Travelling from the West at Junction 47 it’s the fourth exit (A483 -Swansea / Gower.)
The dual carriageway climbs to some traffic lights and descends a steep hill to another roundabout
It’s a little bit tricky as this roundabout as the first exit is signposted “Gower – Avoiding Low Bridge”.
Ignore this sign and take the second exit off the roundabout along the A484 (Llanelli / Gower).
It’s a short drive along a single carriage way to the next roundabout and again it’s a little bit tricky.
There is a track to a farm shop between the first and second exits off the roundabout
Take the exit after the farm shop entrance (second exit) and continue on the A484 (Llanelli / Gower)
You will see the Burry Estuary in front of you and the north Gower coast is to the left.
The road drops down to another roundabout and you take the first exit along the B4296 (Gower ton)
You pass a Harvesters Restaurant, Gowerton Driving Range and go under a low bridge.
Turn right at the traffic lights immediately after the low bridge.
Continue on through the mini roundabout (Tesco Extra filling station)
Go straight ahead at the next set of traffic lights along the B4295
Continue on the B4295 for approximately 11km (7 miles)
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The B4295 takes you along the north Gower coast and you will pass through the villages of
Penclawdd, Crofty and Llanmorlais.
After approximately 11 km you will see the Llanrhidian village road sign and the Esso filling station
(Herons Way) will appear on your left.
Immediately after the filling station take the first turning on the right.
Follow the narrow lane down the hill to the right of the white house
Don’t take the first turning on the left before the whit house
The lane is narrow but the road opens up once you go round the corner
Follow the road down the hill past the Church on the left and the Welcome To Town, on the right.
After passing the Dolphin Inn on the left follow the road round to the left .
Don’t take any of the turnings on the right
The road narrows through some buildings but it opens out in a short distance.
There is a sharp turn to the left and Hill House is the white house facing you.
The entrance to Hill House is on the right and you can drive straight in and park in the drive.
We should be waiting inside Hill House for you to arrive.
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